CAMP'S ALL-AMERICA ELEVEN ANNOUNCED

Team picked by "1913" in The Tech differs in that only basketball star, was overheard to say "terscholastic Five." This game will be played in Boston on Wednesday, December 13, 1910. These men are expected to "pick the regular team from." The Tech picked by Walter Camp, the "Camp's official All-America eleven," is so high above the rest of the nation. It is interesting to note that Walter Camp's official All-America eleven, announced on Sunday, differs from the eleven recently picked by "1913" in The Tech in but three positions. And strangely enough, two of these three positions are filled on Camp's eleven by Westerberg.

Pickering, The Tech's All-American team the following explanatory paragraph, is doubtless of our Western contemporaries will wonder at our choice of but one Western player, but this is no small matter due to the wealth of star material in the East. The one Western chosen, however, Bankrose of Michigan, is "the best of the players in that position that he starred in, that he was the highest candidate for the place."

The following summary shows the team picked by Walter Camp, the listing authority of the country on football players, and the State of New York. The 1912 Tech was president of the class in his Freshman year, and was a 220-pounder. This year he was on the circulation staff of The Tech, and is a member of the Aero Club and Wireless Club. For his probable election in track events and has been a member of the Show chorus for two years. He was also on the circulation staff of The Tech last year.

Sheppard was chosen as our relay team for two years, and has been prominent in Yarke track work. He was on the Show chorus last year.

Mr. Coolidge, the source of our information, has just recently come into the prominence as the starter of the swimming team movement. He was the vice-president of his class last year.

STUDY AND PRACTICE OF ARCHITECTURE

Mr. Coolidge to Tell Difference at Smoker Tomorrow.

On Wednesday, December 14th, the architecture class will hold a smoker in the Union. The speaker will be Mr. J. Randall Coolidge, Jr., and his subject will be "The Difference in the Study and Practice of Architecture," Mr. Coolidge is a graduate of Harvard and was a student in the Institute in 1913-1914. He then went to Paris to continue his studies. Since he has been in Paris he has been interested in the construction of buildings in Paris and has visited the hospitals and the committee in charge of the building laws of Paris.

LAST BIOLOGICAL DINNER OF YEAR

Mr. W. S. Johnson, '89, Will Speak on "Purification of Polluted Streams."

As evidence of the importance of the subject of "The Purification of Polluted Streams," Mr. W. S. Johnson, '89, is to discuss at the dinner of the National Audubon Society on the subject of "Purification of Polluted Streams." This statement, coming from an old student, can (Continued on page 3)
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